The mechanically operated “SOYEE“ Shoe Cover
Dispenser is the latest product in our range of
innovative equipment. It is practical, economical
and helps maintain a clean environment.
The dispenser solves the problem of changing
shoes, or manually putting on shoe covers by
hand before entering a clean facility or area.
Just place your foot into the dispenser and a
shoe cover will be automatically dispensed to
cover the shoe or work boot.

BIG Dispenser holds 2 bundles
of Shoe Covers [220 pieces or
110 pairs]
Dispenser Length: 74 cm x
Width: 32 cm x Height: 90 cm
Net Weight of Dispenser: 21 kg
Window panel to
view if Refill is required..

When using the mechanically operated shoe cover
dispenser, employees, clients, patients or visitors, are
more relaxed as they no longer need to bend over to put
on shoe covers by hand.
More importantly, the extra barrier of protection the shoe
covers provide helps to control the spreading of dust, dirt
and other contaminants into clean areas. The waterproof
CPE shoe covers help keep flooring dry and dust free
when worn before entering rooms or offices from wet or
dusty areas.

Each bundle of CPE Shoe Cover refill has
110 pieces [55 pairs per bundle]
30 bundles per carton [1,650 pairs]

The user-friendly dispenser is ideal for use within cleanroom dressing areas, computer rooms, laboratories,
clinics, hospitals, factories, hotels, offices, construction sites and real estate open house days.
Features:
No need for electricity or battery to operate, mechanically designed
Convenience. The dispenser can be deployed easily since it doesn’t require an electrical power
connection
Reliability. The successful rate is over 99% for the CPE shoe
covers
Easy to use. A bundle of shoe covers can be added easily
by looking through the window panel of the dispenser.
Safety. With this new design – the foot will not get stuck in
the dispenser as the mechanical dispensers do not use
infrared sensors as do the electrically operated dispensers
Dispenser Length: 74 x Width: 32 cm x Height: 90 cm
CPE Shoe Cover weight: 3.5 g per piece
Size of CPE Shoe Cover Length: 46 cm x Height: 15 cm

